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Introduction
It is widely accepted that cells grown in three-dimension (3D) culture more accurately mimic in vivo
microenvironment. Numerous kinds of three-dimension culture methods have been reported with a wide
range of physical, chemical and spatio properties. These culture methods mimic the in vivo
microenvironment to a certain extent; however, for most of the 3D cultures, it is hard to state how close to
the in vivo condition they are. Both academia and industry call for a standard biomarker for three
dimensionality. A long-term goal in our laboratory is to explore the question of existence of biomarkers for
different tissue type. As a first step, we are exploring the functional and structural characteristic indicator of
three-dimensionality in nerve-derived micro tissue. This knowledge is a pre-requisite in early threedimensionality biomarkers discovery experiment action. In this study, we are using a human neuroblastoma
cell line (SHSY-5Y). Our hypothesis is that three-dimensionality in nerve tissue is characterized by low
cytosolic calcium oscillation/spike frequency (functional) and high caveolae density (structural) in
comparison to 2D cultures. We use the term “complex physiological \ relevance” (CPR) to describe such
functional/ structural features that are exhibited only in three-dimension culture systems, but absent in its 2D
counterpart.

Results

3. Caveolae as the structural CPR

1. Characterization of scaffold

Methods
For a given signal, a baseline was estimated by fitting a cubic spline through local minima of a signal (as
shown in figure b); the baseline was then corrected by subtracting the estimated baseline from the signal. The
base corrected signal was checked for variability to determine its usefulness. We hypothesized that spikes
increase variation between standard deviation, and Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) of given data set. By
using 16 noisy training data sets and 15 training data sets with signals, a decision boundary was established: a
signal was considered to have spikes, and further analyzed if the difference between its std and MAD was over
60% of the standard deviation, otherwise the signal was considered to be noisy and not used in the study. The
signals were the smoothed using a moving average filter and normalized. Spikes were considered to be local
maxima whose Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) was greater than and had a height of at least 15% of the highest
peak from the baseline (Figure d).

Figure 2. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) characterization of SHSY-5Y cells grown in poly L lysine (PLLA) scaffold. (A) Day 3
undifferentiated SHSY-5Y cells in scaffold, scale bar 10 µm. (B) Day 3 undifferentiated SHSY-5Y cells in scaffold, scale bar 20 µm.

Conventional 2D petri dish cell culture provides cells with rigid plastic surface, limited cell to cell contact and
incomplete chemical cues, which lead to changes in cell morphology, gene expression and chemicals secretion
among others. SHSY-5Y attach to 2D petri dishes, and stretched, which is less physiologically relevant
compared to in vivo environment. However, as shown in figure 1, cells in scaffold show more physiological
relevant round morphology, and cell to cell contact, which is not present in 2D cultures. Moreover, in figure 1
(A), SHSY-5Y cells show sign of differentiation characterized by long neurite growth, which can only be
induced by adding differentiation agent like retinoic acid (RA) to conventional 2D culture. This result shows
that 3D culture has a potential to differentiate SHSY-5Y cells without any external agent that might affect cells
in ways we are not totally clear.
2. Calcium spikes profile in 2D and 3D culture system

Figure 4. schematic illustration of caveolae in 3D and 2D with calcium transport pathways.

In research for the structural CPR as well as the reason that caused calcium oscillation difference in 2D
and 3D, we focus our attention on caveolae, the 50-100 nm omega shaped invagination in cell membrane.
Inspired by the work done by our lab where cells’ response to high potassium depolarization is different
in 2D and 3D, and the distribution pattern of caveolae is also different in 2D and 3D. Caveolae has been
suggested to be crucial for precise spatio-temporal calcium regulation due to its incorporation of a series
of calcium signaling proteins including phospholipase C, IP3 receptor and Store operated calcium entry
channels as well as its 50-100 nm invagination structure that shorten the distance between PM and
endoplasmic reticulum, making signal transduction more efficient. In 2D cells, as cells were stretched and
undergo stress from rigid plastic petri dishes, caveolae were flattened to compensate for the enlarged
surface area, therefore reducing in number. Since caveolae enclose several critical calcium transportation
channels, it is reasonable to relate caveolae change to calcium oscillation change in 2D and 3D. In figure
4, the left figure shows caveolae shape in 3D whereas the right part shows that in 2D culture. We propose
that caveolae is the structural CPR of SHSY-5Y cells and the number of caveolae difference in 2D and 3D
caused the calcium spikes difference.

Conclusion
Our ultimate goal is to establish a biomarker(s) for physiological three-dimensionality. In order to identify
the potential biomarker, the establishment of CPR in each tissue type is needed. For neuronal cell type, We
have observed that the oscillation frequency in 3D cells are lower than 2D cells especially in day 6, which
can serve as a functional CPR for neuronal cell tissue type. We also assembled evidence from both literature
and preliminary results to propose that caveolae as the structural CPR and the cause for calcium oscillation/
spikes difference in 2D and 3D cell culture systems.

Future Plans
The future plans consist of investigating the structural CPR ( Caveolae number/shape) that may caused
the functional CPR (calcium oscillation), and the knock out of caveolae to examine the change of
calcium oscillation compared to untreated cells.
Figure 3. Calcium oscillation/spikes profile in 2D and 3D (scaffold) culture system with and without differentiation agent on different time
points. Spikes were counted with the program developed by our lab, the average frequency/spikes and standard deviation were shown here.

Figure 1: (a) Pre-processed Ca2+ oscillation (raw) signal obtained from confocal imaging, (b) Raw signal local minima fitted with a cubic spline
fit (in black color), (c) Signal after baseline correction, (d) Processed signal – after smoothing, normalization, local maxima detection, signal to
noise ratio, intensity thresholding, and spike counting.

Calcium oscillation is a versatile and robust information carrier in cells due to its infinite possible amplitudes
and frequencies. For example, high frequency [Ca2+]i oscillations regulate fast responses like synaptic
transmission and secretion, whereas low frequency oscillations regulate slow processes like fertilization and
gene transcription. As shown in figure 3, calcium spikes are not significantly different in day 3, however in
day 6, 2D culture shows high spikes/oscillation number whereas 3D culture showed none oscillation at all. In
day 9, both undifferentiated and differentiated cells showed no significant difference in spikes number;
however, the number of oscillating cells are significantly different (17 cells in 2D, 1 cell in 3D). From the
results we conclude that calcium oscillation/spikes can be affected by days in culture, the presence of
differentiation agents and culture environment. However, we can see a huge calcium spikes number
difference in day 6 between 2D and 3D culture. It is therefore reasonable to propose that the calcium
oscillation in day 6 can serve as the functional complex physiological relevance (CPR).
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